
Good Morning SCI Nation!!

This morning, I had the pleasure of sitting through Hunter Education class with my daughter. So many
memories come to mind as the conservation officers lead a dozen young boys and girls all eager to learn
about hunting and most importantly about firearm safety!

I hate to admit that it has been close to 40 years since I had hunter safety, and in all of this time, very little
has changed. The officers taught about "The 10 Commandments of Firearm Safety". They taught about
bullet and shotshell construction, and they taught about all of the different types of firearm actions; semi
auto, pump, and bolt action. All of this was consistent with what I learned almost 4 decades ago.

I was somewhat surprised that the 2 conservation officers touched on 2 subjects. First, the lead officer
made it readily apparent that new firearm laws were suggested and supported by those who want to
eliminate hunting altogether. The officer stated that the anti-hunters are often behind the new laws that
continue to restrict hunters. Second, the officers went out of their way to show an AR-15, and to compare it
to a Browning Semi-Auto rifle. Their message was clear: there is no difference between these two semi-auto
rifles. However, the officer went on to express his disgust at how the media, and some politicians, continue
to attack "assault" rifles.  

As this day comes to an end, I had mixed emotions. An incredible amount of hope and optimism that my
daughter will spend many amazing days in the field hunting many of Gods animals, and enjoying nature in
its most spectacular moments. My other emotion was that of fear. A fear that our children may lose the
opportunity to enjoy what you and I have come to love. A passion that I hope my daughter develops, and a
passion that I hope her children will grow to love. With all of these emotions, it reminds me that we must
continue to fight to protect our Constitutional right to bear arms, and we need to continue to fight to
protect the right to hunt, and shoot, and conserve our amazing wildlife, all across the globe!

SCI – First for Hunters®!!

Dr. Brian Metcalf
President Safari Club International Lansing Area Chapter

President's Message
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Ed H. Edwards joined SCI in 1983. He enjoys the friendships and the hunter advocacy aspects of the organization the most.
Ed is an experienced deer, turkey, and waterfowl hunter. He also typically hunts a feral hog every year in Texas and an
international trip. Ed fishes locally for bass, panfish, and occasionally pike. During his annual visit to relatives in Orange
Beach, AL every June he fishes for red snapper and king mackerel.

Ed’s favorites are:
 
Rifle: Ruger model 77 in .270 I purchased new in 1980. The first ten years of ownership it had a hard life. In 1990 it was
rebuilt with a Shilen match grade barrel, pillar bedded Bell & Carlson stock, and Timney trigger.
 
Shotguns:  SKB model 500 O/U 12 gauge 3” magnum with 30” barrels choked improved modified/full and a loaded
weight of 9 pounds. I picked it up “as new” in 1978. Use it for waterfowl & turkey, and deer hunting with 00 buckshot and
“walk a little shoot a lot of hunts” such as tower pheasant shoots and dove hunting. Restocked in 1997 with American
walnut, Packmayr pad, and barrel band.
FIAS O/U 12 gauge with 26” barrels choked improved cylinder / modified and a loaded weight of 6 pounds. Purchased “as
new” in 1972 and is my oldest possession purchased with money I earned. $175.00 which was two weeks take home at
that time! Great for upland “walk a lot shoot a little” hunting. Restocked in 1991 with American walnut and Packmyr pad.
 

Hunting Destination: My next trip. Nowadays I care more about companionship than the destination. North & South
America, Europe, and Africa have all been great in many different ways.

Fishing Destination: Anywhere I can but have always been fascinated by saltwater angling, Great memories fishing the Sea
of Cortez, Pacific Ocean (San Francisco & Alaska), and the Gulf of Mexico. Hard to beat the sound of a big fish pulling drag on
one of my Penn Internationals!

What advice do you or would you give to someone new to hunting? 

Develop basic outdoor skills. Study about the game and fish you pursue. In today’s world, the emphasis on “sizzle” is
making everything more complicated than it needs to be. In our internet world if there is no new breaking technology to
use many people feel like we’re not making progress. The best skill an outdoors person can possess is patience. Success
will not occur if you are not out in the field or on the water. Staying still and using natural terrain and shadows to hide is
more important than the newest camo pattern. Upgrading from a $150.00 reel to an $800.00 one will not help you land
more fish if you do not learn to properly rig and tie knots.
 
Support local shops, they have the greatest wealth of local knowledge in our sport. Sadly this business is dying because
so many milk them for information then buy gear on-line or from a big box store. Give them the first right of refusal to
get you what you need. They will remember and probably pay back the favor many times over.
 
Know and follow all fishing and hunting laws. Ignorance and forgetfulness will not fly with conservation officers!
 
Learn to pack good snacks!
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Pam Metcalf has been a member of SCI since
2004 for the adventure and camaraderie. Pam
loves to fish for Walleye and Panfish and enjoys
hunting deer, pheasant, and small game.

Pam’s favorites are:

Rifle: Weatherby 270
 

Shotgun: Citori Feather lite, double-barrel by
Browning

 

Other: “I Love, love, love, my Raven Crossbow.
My first Mathews was a joy to shoot as well.”

Favorite Hunting Destination: The last place
I’ve hunted is always my favorite. But if I had to
pick my absolute favorite it would be

New Zealand. New Mexico is a very close second.”

Fishing Destination: Cabo San Lucas and Costa
Rica- tuna and Bill fishing.

What advice would you give to someone new
to hunting? 

“Don’t be afraid to ask lots of questions about
your adventure, then practice, practice,
practice and be flexible. No matter how much  
you plan, something is going to alter the
itinerary. Relax and enjoy the beautiful
surroundings and experience.”
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Matt DeLong has been a member of SCI since 2009 and
thinks of Stewardship and Conservationists when it
comes to SCI and the Lansing Area Chapter. Matt loves
to hunt Whitetail Deer, Turkey, Waterfowl, & small game.

We all have favorites, Matt's favorites are:

Rifle: Remington Model 700 in 30-06.
  

Shotguns:  Benelli Montifeltro 12 gauge.
 

Other (Bow, crossbow, muzzle loader): Parker
Ambusher crossbow (favorite weapon), Thompson
Muzzleloader, and a Matthews compound.

Favorite Hunting Destination: Saskatchewan or my
lease in Livingston County, Michigan.

Favorite Fishing Destination: Great Lakes.

What advice do you or would you give to someone
new to hunting? 

Just go and figure it out along the way.  Figuring it
out is the most fun, most rewarding part of the
sport.
Other:  The majority of my hunting is done with my
wife Margaret.  We have been to Africa for plains
game, Saskatchewan for waterfowl and moose, and
to different destinations in the US for a variety of
game.  I like it best when Margaret is the hunter and
I am carrying her gear.  She is also a much better
shot that I am. 



Jeff has been an SCI member for 9 years. SCI to him is all about advocacy and philanthropy.  Jeff primarily deer hunts here
in the state of Michigan. His true passion is a big game hunt which is physically challenging, contains a sense of adventure,
and offers a different experience from the type of hunting and terrain available here in Michigan.  Jeff’s favorites are:

Rifle: With the newer rifle regulations in Michigan, Jeff is excited to now use a centerfire in the lower half of the state.
His stand by is a Christensen Arms Mesa chambered in the 450 Bushmaster. He has been very pleased with this rifle
and particularly the impressive precision this gun is capable of for such a chambering. Fitted with a Leupold CDS scope,
Jeff has been able to accurately shoot this rifle at distances that were previously not possible before straight-walled
centerfire rifles were allowed in the lower half of the state.

 

Shotgun: Jeff’s favorite shotgun is his Browning Citori Classic Lightning. Though he is most commonly uses a shotgun
for turkey hunting, with which he uses the classic and reliable Remington 870. Jeff states that his Citori is by far the most
comfortable and finely crafted shotgun he owns.

 

Other: Jeff also loves his good ‘ol .22 Long Rifle. He is currently shooting a Tikka T1x with a Bell & Carlson stock and
Vortex Viper PST scope. Jeff acknowledges that this scope is over the top for a rimfire, but feels that the precision and
impeccable factory trigger on this rifle has made this an ideal scope and what makes this rifle a top choice in NRL22
base class competitions. To be able to shoot it at over 200 yards with accuracy and precision has made it a great rimfire
for him to get valuable range time at these distances with the added benefit of low-cost ammo.

Hunting Destination: Jeff’sfavorite hunting destination has been in the western regions of Canada including British
Columbia and Alberta. Having traveled there several times, there’s always a reason to go back for a hunt that is different
from the last.

Fishing Destination: Jeff and his wife were fortunate enough to travel to Placencia, Belize in November 2019. “The fishing,
diving, food, drinks, people, and weather were fantastic. This vacation destination offered a variety of activities and types of
fishing which was a perfect combination of relaxation and adventure by offering a unique experience. Being able to free
dive for conch and spearfish lobster and lionfish was absolutely amazing.”

What advice do you or would you give to someone new to hunting?
“I highly recommend finding someone who can serve as a mentor to help you get started. The amount of information
available can be overwhelming and having someone to help you learn and filter incorrect information and useless
gimmicks from the important stuff will help tremendously. If you’re looking for a one-stop shopping literature resource,
I would recommend Steve Rinella’s book, The Complete Guide to Hunting, Butchering, and Cooking Wild Game. With 2
volumes available covering both big game and small game, these books include a vast amount of information from the
field to table including equipment, game information, hunting tactics, dressing, processing, and recipes that are perfect
for the beginner hunter or the seasoned hunter looking to improve their processing skill set or try new recipes.”
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Fallow Deer, Red Stag, and Trout, Oh My! 
by Pam Metcalf, SCI Lansing Chapter Member and avid hunter

 
An animal of a lifetime, a hunt of a lifetime, an experience of a lifetime ...

Passports, check; 3 suitcases, check; Bow, arrows, hunting gear; check, check and check. 
 So where are we off to?  Spring Break!  New Zealand style.  No swimsuit or sunblock
required.  New Zealand will have a cool moist climate.  However, the Stags should be in
full roar.  Thus, our quick trip during spring break.  A Family trip promising to be
memorable, as Daughter (5yr old) is on her first international excursion. Husband, Brian
is also looking forward to a great trip with Roaring Stag dreams. 

Ideally, we like to schedule 2-3 weeks for a big trip, especially of this magnitude; we really
look forward to and enjoy new environments and take in all the sites and sounds.  After
all, it is a big part of the whole experience. However, that was not possible this time if we
wanted to witness first hand, the tremendous Roar of the Red Stags.  We had heard it
was something spectacular to hear these magnificent animals first hand.  So off we went
on a long flight for an experience of a lifetime.
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(Fallow Deer, Red Stag, and Trout, Oh My!, continued)

This trip started out super smooth
As with many trips, as much as we plan ahead there are always unplanned hiccups.  This
trip started out super smooth.  The long flight was very comfortable as we were in
Business class with lazy boy recliners, or so it seemed.  As our daughter recalls, a full lay
down bed, pillow included, not that she slept much as there was a video screen she took
full advantage of and watched the lion king until she could recite every scene.  Brian and
I were quite comfortable as well.  Upon arrival, we were welcomed with a lost day as we
traveled.  At least the return trip would recover the “lost” day.

The First Day
The first day/night was spent in Auckland, the largest city on the north island of New
Zealand, as tourists.  We did our best to stay active and acclimate to our new time zone. 
 Much to our surprise, it was quite easy, there were many things to see and experience in
this beautiful port city.  We even took in the views from the Sky Tower.  A booming:1076 
 feet high telecommunications tower with multiple observatories, a restaurant, and
cafes, built by Craig Craig Moller Ltd.. We walked the impressive glass catwalk 610 ft. And
then took a break for ice cream in the cafe, as we viewed in the city from 620ft.  All in all
very impressive. 

As morning broke the following day, we looked forward to our hunting adventure.  We
were greeted by our transport car; highly recommended by the way, as they drove on the
other side of the road, we traveled along the winding road to our Hunting chateau for
only 2 hours, with great anticipation, there were many mountain and ocean views to
soak in along the way.  Our driver, Laura, was more than expected, she shared facts
about the island as we traveled.  Finally, we arrived at the Hunting lodge, greeted by our
host Mort Moon.  We quickly transferred our belongings to another vehicle, and off we
went to the lodge on the beautiful private game hunting estate. 

We were greeted by a lovely woman, Mel Moon, our hostess and she quickly settled us
into our private rooms.  Our daughter had her own space as well.  We would be the only
group in the lodge.  Before we could relax, we were whisked away on a tour of the
property.  An impressive  250,000 acres of wild free-range hunting land, Kuranui traverses
the rolling foothills of the Mamaku Range in the North Island. As the afternoon sun faded
we quickly fell in love with this new territory. And as night fell we heard the amazing,
unforgettable ROAR of the Red Stag.  An impressive, load call to all those near.  Truly an
unforgettable sound, to be heard the next 5 days and nights. We were in heaven for sure,
very impressive, exciting, and impressive.  Our trip of a lifetime!



(Fallow Deer, Red Stag, and Trout, Oh My!, continued)

Calling the Stag

Monday started out on foot as we traversed the new land with a gentle stroll from
the lodge in search of a Red Stag/Fallow Deer.  Brian was after the Stag and I was on
the hunt for a Fallow Deer.  Our first sighting was a Stag, or should I say we heard
him calling loud and proud, as best we could tell he was worth a look.  As we
continued walking, anticipating each turn to produce the impressive yet very vocal
Stag. 

Then, out of the brush, was an impressive, Roaring Stag, with a tag in his ear. Several
years previous the local Conservation officers tagged several Red Stag to track their
genetics. This Silver class Stag would be known as the “tagged” Stag.  He was
Roaring, racking the bushes, and tearing up the trees.  All an impressive first
encounter of a glorious Stag.  Brian chose to pass, after all, it’s day one.  (I liked this
Stag, by the way)

On we go, watching and listening to numerous Stags and encountering several gold
class Red Stags.  However, we are also on the hunt for a good Fallow Deer,
preferably within Bow Range as I am toting a Mathews Bow.  There are many
animals along the way, but when we see two Fallow Deer fighting in an opening it’s
too good of an opportunity to pass up.   So off I go with guide Mort to see if we can
get close. Brian to stand guard and watch from a distance. 
Fallow Deer
When we get close to the Fallow Deer, they scurry away. No worries, Mort has a plan, he will
circle around and push them back to the opening. He disappears into the thick bush and I pick a
tree with brushes to hide within. As I wait in anticipation, I hear Red Stags roaring, sending my
heart rate to a new level. Then as I am listening intently, I hear the bushes rustle, and an
impressive chocolate Fallow Deer appears in the trees. He quickly passes into the opening,
facing away from me at 50 yards. Just out of my comfort zone, with no shot. Darn! He scampers
off without a shot. But what an encounter, my heart still pounding as Mort appears from the
trees. 

Continuing on our walk, we encounter many more Roaring Stags. We take a lunch break upon a
hillside where we can see these Red Stags and hear them Roaring. As we sit and enjoy the
moment we encounter several good stags. Some worth tracking and others that need a few
more years. As we sit on the hillside upon our lookout, we can’t help but be impressed with the
number of Red Stags. They are so impressive and majestic, how lucky are we to be experiencing
this first hand. We continue on our journey through the Preserve. Encountering many Gold plus
Red Stag before night’s end.
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(Fallow Deer, Red Stag, and Trout, Oh My!, continued)
As I sit and contemplated my next move, I spotted an exceptional Spotted Brown Fallow Deer working his
way up the hillside.  I hold my position, range the bushes around me, and wait.  Waiting, waiting, then
finally he approaches from the lower left. If he comes in front of a small group of trees, he will be 30 yds. 
 If behind the trees 35 yds.  I draw my bow and wait, seeming like an eternity.  I even use my knee to aid in
holding the full draw.  Then, the Buck turns and heads uphill, right into my cross-hairs.

Without a second thought, I find the vitals through the peep sight, align the 30 yd pin, steady my
breathing, and touch off the release….  Smack,  I hear the arrow make contact with The Fallow Deer.  He
spins, heading downhill, disappearing across the hill below.  I pick him up as he stops short of a deep thick
ravine below and lays down, obviously injured. This confirms my shot connected with the Deer.  Scanning
with my binoculars, I spot the exit wound, my arrow still visible, as the fletching has held the arrow from a
complete pass through. Definite confirming sign from the opposite side of the deer. 

Mort rushed down the hill with great excitement. He heard the shot and caught a glimpse of the Buck.   He
and I sit and wait, as any hunter knows this is the hardest part especially of archery. Mort is not
experienced with archery, admittedly he is used to quick follow-up shots with a gun.  He wants to start
tracking the Deer sooner than later.  I caution him, and we wait a ½ hour before leaving the hill.  Incredibly
the animal has now disappeared into the ravine. 

A quick walk down the hill, and straight to the blood trail. Expecting to find the deer in the ravine we enter
cautiously, following the blood trail.  Only to find the deer has found its second wind and has left the
ravine. The only option now is to back off and survey the situation. As we discuss our next move the Deer
scampers across an open field and labors through the tall grass.  We wait once again. We split up and
stand guard in two locations.  Mine is stream-side in hopes that the deer will look for water.  Mort follows
the deer’s trail through the tall grass.  If you hunt long enough, it is inevitable that this scenario is likely a
reality.  A fatally wounded animal has super strength, becoming ghost-like.  I keep the faith, watching
intently as I scan up the hill and then towards the stream and trees.  Minutes seemed like hours and then
...
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(Fallow Deer, Red Stag, and Trout, Oh My!, continued)

A YELP and a YaHoo, Mort! , I scamper quickly in his direction, my heart beating out of my
chest, I can hardly move fast enough, clearing the stream in two bounds.   I round a block
of trees to spot Mort and a smile beaming from under his mustache.  I increase my
tempo to a jog but now I’m scanning the grass.  I first catch the antlers above the fern,
then the full spotted brown body;  an incredible Fallow Deer at rest in the New Zealand
ferns. I stand over the deer taking it all in when I am overcome with a multitude of
indescribable emotions.   I have just harvested a beautiful New Zealand Fallow Deer. 

A quick call to the lodge and Mel (Mort’s wife and hostess) arrives with the tractor and
trailer to gather my harvest. Once back at the lodge, we begin the skinning process.  As
the morning has now turned to afternoon.  The sun is heating up quickly, we need to get
the hide off and preserve the meat in the cooler.   I can only think, as I am watching Mort
work his magic removing the hide, this was so very surreal.  All the previous days spent
practicing with the bow. Working on the many distances, planning and preparing for this
very moment.  I was also anxiously awaiting my family’s return from fishing to enjoy the
moment with me.
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(Fallow Deer, Red Stag, and Trout, Oh My!, continued)

A Bonus and Mr. Big!
On the return trip to the lodge, Mort spots a Rag Horn Red Stag. These Rag Horns are known for
tussling with the adult Red Stags and on occasion, fatally wounding them. Mort looks at me and
asks “would you like to take this one”? to remove him from the population. He turns to me and
asks “would like to take this one as a favor to the ranch?” I surveyed the situation, range the
small stag, and respond “sure”. I pick my spot and release an arrow with my Mathews. SMACK,
right on target. The young Stag runs a few yards and lays down. We have saved several larger
Stags.

The night brings numerous Roars of the Red Stag. As morning approaches we have great
expectations of the day ahead. We begin the same as the day before, walking from the lodge.
We hear multiple Red Stag and Fallow Deer vocalizations. As we traverse the now wet terrain
and hills we come upon the tagged Stag from the previous day enjoying a mud wallow. Brian is
up, and he really likes this Stag. The Stag is unaware of our presence, we sit and take it all in
waiting patiently. Brian, always keeping a watchful eye through the Leopold scope atop his Sako
7MM.  

At last, the Stag exits the wallow and to our surprise, struts toward our position with his
impressive muscle-bound body supporting the massive impressive antlers. This is the moment
dreams are made of, Brian brings the majestic animal into sight. Settles his breathing, and then
BANG! As the sound echoes through the Hills, Mort and I watch intently, we are sure the Stag is
hit. A few minutes later, down goes a dream of a lifetime, a stunning RED STAG on the ground!
We congratulate Brian on a successful hunt and honor the Stag with a fern in its mouth. A
custom of honoring the last meal of the fallen animal.
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Bucky Night out in Webberville 
 

It was a bucky night, as I sat in the raised plywood box blind on my farm in
Webberville. I had just gotten back from a day-long visit with my Mother and she
was doing well.  According to my neighbor, the deer stop by the field every evening,
right around dusk, for a “fresh salad of greens”. The salad, being a five-acre plot that
my neighbor cuts for his horses. It is a mix of various clovers, alfalfa, beans, grains
and wildflowers – but just perfect for the deer too! 

Like clockwork, with ten minutes of legal shooting time remaining, I had at least 14
does, 2 yearling basket bucks and a couple of spikes in the field. The only question
was whether Mr. Big would stop by for a quick look. From the left I saw him enter
the field. I knew instantly that he was a shooter. He held his head high as he
surveyed the landscape. Not the biggest buck from my trail camera, but a very solid
buck.   I looked at him a bit with my binoculars. Was he an eight point or better?
How old was he? On the way up or on the decline? Since the shooting light was
fading, I slowly slid open the window. He was moving toward the middle of the field
to an opening where I could shoot him without trees or shrubs in the way. I was
patient but had to shoot him before darkness arrived.

As I shot, I remembered to squeeze the trigger and let the shot surprise me. I could
hear the 20-gauge slug from my Savage 220 hit the deer in the chest. The deer ran
for a while, but quite honestly, he was running on adrenaline and was dead on his
feet. It was a perfect shot and it was another bucky night!
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We announced that our next live meeting

(the first time we will be meeting face-to-

face since January of 2020) will take place

on Sept. 11, 2021 at Eagle Eye Banquet

Center.  See the last page of this

newsletter and our website

www.scilansing.com  for more info.!!

Mandatory registration of deer beginning in 2022, but this registration will be an option (voluntary) for 2021. 
Deer license sales were up 14.39%, antlerless licenses were down 4.81%, and unique customers (individual license
buyers) was up 5.5%.
Things are still being finalized for disease surveillance, but right now here are the near-final numbers for disease
surveillance this past year:

2,232 deer were tested for CWD, with 20 positives found (all in previously identified counties).

7,407 deer were tested for TB, with 5,032 coming out of priority areas (NE and circles around cattle farms); 20
positive animals were identified with TB, all coming from the 4-county core of Alpena, Alcona, Montmorency, and
Oscoda.

June saw the chapter get together for our Annual Chapter meeting via ZOOM as the COVID-19 meeting and dining
restrictions were still in force and soon coming to an end.Our guest speaker was Dennis Fox who is the Recruitment and
Retention Section Manager with the MI DNR. 

Dennis started the meeting by reporting that COVID-19 contributed to an increase in license sales. Although there was
nothing good about the COVID-19 outbreak, Dennis was happy to be able to report that the DNR had just completed,
before the COVID-19 shutdowns, an upgrade of their online sales system which allows for notices and reminders to go
out to current and past individual license purchasers. This upgrade handled the increase in online license purchases and
created DNR-to-license purchasers interaction through the notices and reminders. 

Future upgrades to the online license purchasing system include an auto-renewal feature and marketing campaigns
targeting non-resident hunters and fisherpersons to fill unfilled license quotas and opportunities. These marketing
campaigns will target OH & IN residents in the MI border area to fill such licenses as Detroit River walleye fishing and
southern tier leftover turkey licenses.

Dennis also discussed the partnerships they have created with organizations over the last 5 years in an effort to recruit
new people to experience the outdoors. The MI DNR has worked with these organizations to create training programs
for the public so they can learn to hunt, fish, and enjoy the outdoors. For more information on those programs, go to
www.mi.gov/hunting , click on “learn to hunt”.

Many Thanks to Dennis for sharing his time and information with us at our meeting!!

The MI DNR also shared at the June SCI Michigan Involvement Committee Meeting (go to www.scimic.org for more info.)
the near-finalized Whitetail Deer Report and information:

i.The reduced number of positives is a reflection of reduced testing, not a function of the disease getting
better. Areas of Montcalm, NE Kent, and southern Jackson continue to be the locations where CWD is
detected most frequently.
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Annual Chapter Member Meeting

Congrats!
Congrats!
Congrats!

The Annual Chapter meeting  wrapped

up with the election of board members.  

The successful nominees that were

elected to a 3-year term were:  Dr.

Marty Crimp, Dr. Ron Lanford, Jeff

Swehla, and Loan Swehla.  

http://www.mi.gov/hunting
http://www.scimic.org/


The Limcroma Experience 
by Ed H. Edwards, SCI Lansing Chapter Member and avid hunter

 “What I have been driving at all along is an explanation of why I want to go back to Africa again and again. It is because I
discovered in Africa my own true importance, which is largely nothing.“
- Robert Ruark

My old Ruger was rock steady on a tree limb fork and if the blesbok would be so kind to move into the open and not be lined
up with another I might finally get a shot.

Limcroma Safaris donated a hunt to our 2020 fundraiser and I was the successful bidder ‘from the floor” which consisted of
me and board members Mike Hoskins, Brian Medcalf, and Jim Houthoofd.  Ron Maguire announced the auction
item/description and Art Smith performed the virtual auction “live”.

A new experience for all but it came off without a hitch!

I’m normally one and done with the majority of big game animals and had previously collected most of the available animals
found in the Limpopo region of South Africa. White blesbok and Limpopo bushbuck were exceptions and animals I wanted to
hunt in addition to the zebra and warthog included in the donation package.

The White blesbok is seldom the subject of safari stories. It is a horse-headed, medium-sized antelope with high shoulders and
a nearly white pelt. Like the common blesbok, its head is crowned with lyre-shaped ringer horns that curve back in shallow’s.
Blesbok live in herds and after spotting a number of them we parked the truck, grabbed the trigger sticks, and started walking
in the best Steward Granger tradition.

The terrain was good for stalking; open enough to watch the herd, and enough cover to stalk them. After playing cat and
mouse for the better part of two hours we had closed within 200 yards. The rams were starting to rut and were fighting in
what appeared to be a playful way. One ram was considerably larger in body and horn and we patiently waited for a shot
opportunity. When it finally came clear I used a tree limb for a rest which is something I have not done in many years.

The chosen ram went down at the crack of the .270 but his head was still up which could be a problem so I chambered
a round, set the safety, and closed the distance. He jumped up and took off and a follow-up shot put him down for
good! There was definitely no ground shrinkage with this guy. He will no doubt measure very high Gold.
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(The Limcroma Experience, continued)

None of the professional hunters had ever seen one of this size! A classic case of being in the right place at the right time. Imagine
the odds of intercepting an animal of this size? What are the chances of me and the animal being alive in the same time period, let
alone crossing paths while I was armed, ready, and shooting properly?

Trophy hunting is again being at the right place/right time coupled with enough patience to close the deal. Blesbok must be my
calling since the Common blesbok I took in the Northern Cape in 1986 would have been #8 in the SCI record book at that time if it
would have been entered.

We were after a gemsbuck and had crawled up to a dry pan that did not have any worth taking and the PH said “Ed shoot that
blesbok” I replied I was not interested. He replied, “ Shoot that blesbok!” He looked like he was going to cry so I followed rule # 1
(follow your PH instructions) and collected one of my best hunting mementos!

Going After Bushbuck

After collecting a blesbok we decided to try for a bushbuck and understood it would be a challenge. Bushbuck are solitary in nature
and perused by slowly still hunting near the Crocodile River which is an adequate name based on the number of crocks spotted
sunning on the many sand bars.

The terrain is very rough with thick brush and much to the bushbuck’s advantage. Another hunter in our camp had recently shot a
nice one after hunting nearly four full days in the same area.

Starting at daylight we gave it a try and per my partner’s whiz-bang watch we exceeded 10,000 steps and burnt over 800 calories
but that did not take into consideration how rough those steps were! We heard one “bark” of a spooked bushbuck but never
spotted it. Since we were tired and thirsty, professional hunter, Eric du Plessis, suggested we grab a cold drink and chair from the
truck and set up adjacent a plowed field that bordered thick brush. We hoped to spot a warthog moving through the area which I
thought would be unlikely. A chair and cold drink however sounded pretty good after the morning hike and I readily agreed with the
plan.

I got comfortable and set up the trigger sticks just in case, opened my orange Fanta and took a drink. Within minutes
I looked up and could not believe my eyes. For the love of Peter Hathaway Capstick, a heck of a big bushbuck ram was
walking the edge of the brush directly to us!

Eric whispered, “shoot that bushbuck” but I was way ahead of him already setting the Fanta on the ground, picking up
my rifle, placing it on the trigger sticks, and dropping the walking bushbuck in its tracks! Talk about a “what just
happened” moment! It was the kind of shot that makes hunters sleep peacefully, which is exactly what I did for a
couple of hours right after a delicious lunch!
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Archery. Camp mate Tim Koetting came with the plan to take a Cape buffalo
with archery tackle and he did just that!

Equipped with a Hoyt bow set at 70#, Iron Will 200 grain 2 blade
broadheads, and 700-grain FMJ aluminum core graphite arrows he was well
equipped and compliant with the South Africa dangerous game regulations
for archery equipment.

During the 1st day in the bush, a big buff was spotted and the right wind
and good cover allowed them to work within rifle range. The PH then pulled
out a grunt call and pulled the bull in for a 22-yard shot. The arrow
penetrated to its fletching and the bull ran a short distance and bedded
down. A few minutes later the death bellow buffalo are known for was
heard and recorded on Tim’s phone. How cool is that!
Using the same equipment, Tim also collected several species of plains
game hunting from archery-specific blinds. John Blakley also hunted with a
bow and was able to put two arrows into a bull but had us finish the hunt
using a .375 H&H. He was successful in collecting a really nice kudu while
hunting from a bow blind.

(The Limcroma Experience, continued)
I’m sure by the end of the trip the camps PH’s
got tired of hearing about my suggested and
highly successful technique of hunting
bushbuck from a lawn chair while drinking a
Fanta! The animals included in the donation
were successfully taken as well. The zebra took
a 140 grain Federal Trophy Bonder Bear Claw
through the shoulder and lungs and piled up
within 100 yards and left a blood trail even I
could easily follow.

I wanted to leave the large warthog boars for
someone that does not have one and wanted
one to eat. The camp chef promised he would
cook up breaded warthog cutlets if I could
bring in a dry sow which I did and the meal
was well enjoyed by all.
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(The Limcroma Experience, continued)

Slugging it out on Safari

My neighbor and partner this trip, Andrei Radulescu, experienced his 1st African hunt, and what an experience it was! His
previous hunting experience was in southern Michigan hunting whitetail deer using a slug gun. His decision to hunt several
plains game species with his familiar slug gun was a good one. A Mossberg 12 gauge rifled barrel bolt action with a 3-9 scope
shooting Hornady 300-grain solid copper sabot slugs at 2000 FPS out the muzzle. This setup worked fine for the close shot
opportunities and he made one-shot kills on a big old warthog boar, impala ram, and nyala ewe cull. A Blue wildebeest required
a follow-up finisher after a tracking job that was easy due to a good blood trail. An odd choice for safari hunting but proved
once again confidence and familiarity with your equipment equal success!
South Africa 2021

The 2020 season came to a halt early in the season due to the countries Covid-19 forced border closure. All of the camp staff
were as excited to have clients start the 2021 season as we were to make the trip! Meeting and getting to know new people in
camp is always enjoyable due to our common bonds and this group could not have been more congenial.

Campmates included John and Diane Kotula of Valdes, Alaska, Steve Weast of Richmond, Virginia, John Blakley, and Tim Koetting
of Amarillo, Texas. All good people and of course SCI members. It was a privilege and fun to share camp with this diverse cast of
characters!

Everyone on the Limcroma staff was friendly, helpful, and professional in all aspects. The professional hunters took turns asking
for a blessing at every meal which was greatly appreciated.

Current Travel to South Africa

At this time a negative Covid test report is required 72 hours before departure from the USA and also when returning from
South Africa.

Firearm Permits are not as easy to obtain as in the old days. We contracted local assistance with Henry Durrheim see his
contact information below. We used him and our permits were ready when we arrived. All we needed to do was provide proof
of ownership via US Customs form 4457 and verification of the firearm serial number, made, model, and caliber upon arrival.

Regardless of what airline you will be traveling on, let them know you will be checking a firearm when making flight reservations.
Pack your ammo in a locked box easily accessed in your duffel. My ammo had to be weighted in the check-in process both
going over and returning.
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Limcroma Safaris contact
information:

Jeff C Kennedy USA contact.
Email: safari@limcroma.com
Website: www.limcroma.com

 
South African Firearm Permit

Assistance:
Contact: Henry Durrheim

Website: www.riflepermits.com



Fishing Safety    
    “It’s better to be careful a hundred times, than to get killed once!”     -Mark Twain

Boating safety is emphasized at the start of every summer 
and fishing safety is taken for granted and injuries happen!

Fishing Safety Tips
Keep the following in mind and have a safe fishing season.

 When fishing #1 is controlling your hook or lure.  Keep control of your hook at all times when casting and landing a fish
and safely containing or removing it when not in use.   Lures, especially those with treble hooks, should be removed
when not in use.   Many hook injuries are inflected while rigging up, The best preventive action is to learn to tie knots 
you expect to use at home so they become second nature.

Even so, I slipped up preparing an ice fishing rod at home when I was too tired to be doing it. While trying a tiny tungsten jig
with a surgeon’s loop it slipped while sinching it up and pierced my finger. The size 14 hook embedded in my skin and did
not bleed a drop. It could not be backed out and long story short I went to an emergency medical office for removal. A
tetanus shot was required and the finger was numbed, and it required several stitches. A $1,068.00 procedure so even
though insurance covered 80% it was still an expensive weeknight out!

A Terrible Hook Injury

The worst hook accident I ever witnessed while fishing occurred on a Florida pier. My son had hooked a big stingray with a
treble hooked plug. I told him to let it swim around and it might get off or he could walk it to the front of the pier and I
would walk down to the shore and release it. A non-fishing observer saw what was going on and decided to lend some very
unwanted assistance. Before I could stop him he grabbed the line and gave it a firm jerk. The lure came loose and came
back like a slingshot due to the stretch in the monofilament line and the rear treble embedded into his lower arm! He
insisted I “rip it out” and after telling him absolutely not I clipped the line and recommended he seek medical assistance. He
walked off the pier with the lure dangling from his arm. A dangerous stunt that could have been worse. 

“Taking a Wrap”

What the guy did is referred to as “taking a wrap” which is a dangerous thing to do. If the lure or hook pulls free it
will shoot back to the point it was being pulled from which can be the puller’s face!

Sometimes a wrap is taken on large species of fish and sharks when they are played out and close to being landed.
The angler or someone else wraps the leader around his hand to gain leverage and guides it within gaffing or
releasing range. Taking a wrap in this manner is like Russian roulette. You can use the technique for years without
a problem, but the one time it does not release properly you can suffer a crushed hand or drown if pulled
overboard within seconds. In my opinion, it is a definite no-no. If you cannot hold on to a leader without taking a
wrap let the fish fight some more!

Being careless when handling fish can cause discomfort, injury, and even death.

Fish Anatomy That Can Hurt You

Teeth. This is obvious and great care should be exercised when landing, de-hooking, and handling any of the toothy
species. This includes pike, musky, mackerel, wahoo, and sharks. Proper de-hooking tools and gloves are a must. 

Dorsal Fin Spines. Many fish have dorsal spines that are as stiff and sharp as a hypodermic needle. Even bluegill
can ruin your day if you grab it with your bare hand over its back. The bigger / heavier the fish the more harm it
can cause. A guy fishing on a charter off the coast of Massachusetts was trying to hold a big striped bass for a
picture that still had a lot of strength and flopped as he was lifting it. A dorsal spine was driven into a major blood
vessel in his thigh and he bled out before the boat could return to shore.
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(Fishing Safety, continued)
If you fish in the Gulf of Mexico near the shore, you will likely catch hardhead catfish. When I started fishing in the
gulf locals warned me to be careful and stay away from the dorsal spine. I have taken that advice seriously and
always have a hand towel and needle-nose pliers handy. By grabbing the underside of the fish with the towel for
hook removal and using pliers to remove the hook or cutting the line if the hook is deep the technique has served me
well. However, once while pier fishing and assisting four others I was in the process of de-hooking a little hardhead
and rushed the job. It turned enough in my grip to stick the meaty part of my palm and the instant pain nearly put
me on my knees! Imagine a wasp sting by a factor of ten or more. My hand had the most intense pain I have ever
experienced and lasted for several minutes!

Gill Plates. Many species of fish have gill plates that are as sharp as razor blades and should be avoided with bare
hands. 

Big Fish Have Strong Tails. Yes, they do and a big fish out of water can inflict injury and/or damage equipment in the
boat once they start flopping. The best practice is to snap a picture of a fish being released outside of the boat as
quickly if possible. If you are going to keep a big fish it is best to club it upon landing or flip it directly into the tank or
cooler and slam the lid closed!

Billfish. Often the dream catch for blue water anglers can turn into a nightmare! We have all seen video clips of
hooked marlin jumping into a boat and the resulting cockpit chaos. The first marlin I came tight with immediately
took off grey-hounding across the water directly at our boat and came very close to joining us when it came down on
the stern and bounced back into the water. Had it landed in the cockpit it would have been an interesting and
potentially dangerous situation. It was interesting as it was and that was enough excitement for me, and we
eventually landed and released the marlin!  If a billfish is hooked everyone on board must stay alert and keep an eye
on it until landed or released. Stay spread out as much as possible and get out of the way if necessary.
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Family Tradition Treestands, LLC
202 Morrell St.

Charlotte, Michigan 48813
phone: 517-543-3926 fax: 517-543-2313

Info@FamilyTraditionTreestands.com
http://www.familytraditiontreestands.com

Trijicon, Inc,
49385 Shafer Avenue

P. O. Box 930059
Wixom, Michigan 48393-0059

Phone: 1-800-338-0563
https://www.trijicon.com 

Electronic Shooters Protection
15290 Gadsen Court
Brighton, CO 80603

 

Phone: 303-659-8844
Email: esp@usa.net

https://www.espamerica.com



ESP Safaris
27719256823

espsafaris@gmail.com
https://www.espsafaris.co.za

Contact: Richard Tate
(586) 915-2591 

Remember to support those whoRemember to support those whoRemember to support those who
support us!support us!support us!
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 Safari Unlimited, LLC
2415 Cedar Lake Drive

New Bloomfield, MO 65063
573.544.2041

safariunlimited@juno.com
www.safariunlimitedworldwide.com

Gunwerks
PO Box 22

Burlington, Wyoming 82411
307-288-5214
877-393-1639

https://www.gunwerks.com

 Numzaan Safaris
PO Box 1450

Thabazimbi, 0380, South Africa
+27 82 498 7061

numzaan@iafrica.com
www.numzaan.com

Brenton USA
https://www.brentonusa.com/

finance@brentonusa.com
517.281.2571 

Africa Maximum Safaris
PO Box 94

Swartruggens, 2835, South Africa
Cell + 27828023919
Tel + 27796918428

africamaximum@gmail.com
www.africamaximum.co.za
Contact: Jacques Senekal 

Sierra Brava Lodge
(213) 263-3683

cande@sierrabrava.com
www.sierrabrava.com 

Steelhead Lodge
Escanaba River State Forest

517 462-6324 - Ron
lanforddoc@carecenterhospital.com

https://www.vrbo.com/768557 

North Star Outfitting
Box 501

Marwayne, Alberta Canada T0B 2X0
(780) 808-0318

neil@northstaroutfitting.com
www.northstaroutfitting.com

Spring Creek Turkey Calls
Mike Crooks gobblez@aol.com

springcreekturkeycalls.weekbly.com
269.223.3621
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Fall Fundraiser Announcement!!!

Save
Save
Save

the Date!

the Date!

the Date!

   All are welcome (members & non-members).
   Doors open at 3:00 pm
   Open beer, wine, and soft drink bar.
   Meal TBD – Plan on it being great!, starts at 6:00 pm
   We will vote on adoption of updated Chapter By-Laws (members see your email for

          By-Law review).
    Live Auction following dinner (about 30-40 items)
    Each paid admission ticket will receive a new commemorative glass from the event 

Join us at this fall's pre-hunting season, Chapter Dinner Meeting and Fundraiser
event at Eagle Eye Banquet Center!  We will have Outfitters for you to visit with,
story telling, great food, raffles, and auctions to support the Hunter Advocacy,
Conservation, Education, and Humanitarian mission of Safari Club International
and the Lansing Area Chapter. Go to www.lansingsci.com/fundraiser for tickets.

Saturday September 11th, 2021

          and an entry into multiple American made Grizzly cooler drawings (with one winner
          drawn for every 50 tickets sold, membership drawing, and survey drawing).

scilansing@gmail.com


